Comfort is a function of smart design—and smart design comes from understanding individual needs. Improv is a family of seating with an array of choices to provide ergonomic agility for all the places people work—from private offices to conference rooms and reception areas. Side chairs provide a comfortable place to wait and, when paired with freestanding and in-line tables, enable collaborative activities.
A Range of Settings
The Improv family provides more than 30 seating solutions with a consistent aesthetic throughout the facility. With side chairs, it’s easy to attach in-line tables that gang together to create tandem seating. They also stack on the floor or cart for easy storage and quick access. No matter how you arrange Improv, you’ll achieve the proven performance of a broad offering of seating that delivers exceptional comfort.

Features
Suit people’s needs in reception and teaming areas, lobbies, classrooms, and cafés with Improv side chairs and tables.

Back – Provides support through polypropylene shell and molded-polyfoam contoured cushion.

Optional wood or upholstered back – Create design choices.

Seat – Made of molded-polyfoam, contoured for fit.

Frame – Available in six paint colors for aesthetic options.

Arms – Available with or without arms, or optional laminate tablet arm for a writing surface or to hold mobile devices.

Base – Choose either sled base, 4-leg base, or 4-leg stool.

Optional book rack – Provides extra storage space underneath the seat.

Casters or glides – Create choices for mobility.

Stacking – 6-high on the floor, 10-high on a cart (with glides); 5-high on the floor, 6-high on a cart (with casters).

Tables – Foster collaboration by ganging in-line tables and chairs together, or adding an optional freestanding table to your space.

Colors, Materials, Finishes
Choose from 26 fabrics, as well as wood options for the back. Shell comes in Black. Six trim colors are also available.

Certifications
• GREENGUARD® GOLD

To learn more, visit haworth.com.